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MEROMORPHIC SOLUTIONS OF A SYSTEM OF
FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS INVOLVING THE

MODULAR GROUP1

MICHAEL M. BRADY2

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to study the meromor-

phic solutions .Fof the system of functional equations (1) F[T(z)]

= T[Fiz)], for all T in the modular group M and z in the upper-

half plane. A formula is given which expresses all such solutions

explicitly in terms of the functions automorphic relative to M.

Then, an application of the functions that satisfy (1) is given, and

some observations are made concerning solutions of the more

general system of functional equations that results when M is

replaced by an arbitrary Fuchsian group.

1. Introduction. Let U denote the upper-half plane U

= {z:Im z>0}, and let M denote the classical modular group which

consists of the linear fractional transformations

Tiz) = iaz + b)/icz + d),

a, b, c, d being real integers satisfying ad — be = 1. The purpose of this

paper is to study the solutions F meromorphic on U oí the system of

functional equations

(1) F[Tiz)] = T[Fiz)],

for all TEM, zE U. Let S denote the class of all such functions. The

identity function restricted to U is a member of S, and ¡VI. Heins

showed [3] that all other members of S have U as their natural

boundary and take on every value of the extended complex plane C

at infinitely many points mutually nonequivalent relative to M.

Heins also exhibited a member of S that is not the identity function.

In this paper a formula is given that expresses all the members of

S explicitly in terms of the functions automorphic relative to M. It
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will follow that S has the power of the continuum. We then give an

application of the functions in S by using their mapping properties to

solve a set of equations from the theory of pseudoperiodic functions.

In the last section some observations are made concerning mero-

morphic solutions of the more general system of functional equations

that results when M is replaced by an arbitrary Fuchsian group G.

For this general case, it is shown that if there exists three mutually

distinct meromorphic solutions of (1), then all the meromorphic

solutions of (1) can be expressed explicitly in terms of the functions

automorphic relative to G. The existence, or nonexistence, of three

mutually distinct solutions appears to be unsettled.

2. Preliminaries. In this paragraph we recall some basic notions.

For coi, 0)2 in the complex plane C such that Im co¡ 1w29í0, let ß(o>i, o>2)

denote the subgroup of C, considered additively, generated by o>i

and w2. Let £ denote the set of all such ß(o>i, a>2). Let/:CX£—>C be

a meromorphic function of z on C for fixed ß£<ß. / is said to be

pseudoperiodic if for each uEQ, there exists a constant H(co\ü)EC

such that

f(z + u | Ü) = f(z | Í2) + H (a | Q),

for all zEC. An important property of the pseudoperiods, i7(o>|ß), is

that they are linear in the first argument, i.e., H(rrmi + nu2\il)

= mH(o)i\Çi) +nH(o>2\Q), for ma>i + nu2E£l. f is said to be homogeneous

of weight pi, p a real integer, if /(Xz|Xß) = X"/(z|ß), for X£C- {o}.

Here Xß(o>i, co2)=ß(Xo>i, Xto2). It follows that if/ is homogeneous of

weight pt, then so are the pseudoperiods, i.e., ii(Xco|Xß) = X',i7(a>|ß).

An important homogeneous (u= — 1) pseudoperiodic function is

the Weierstrass zeta-function f : C X £—*C defined by

f(«|o)-l+   Z
Z uEÍ!;ííX0

1 1
- +— +■

w        w        or

It is customary to denote the pseudoperiods of f by tj(co|í2). If

ß = ß(«i, co2), then wi and 0)2 can always be chosen so that Im coi"'ws>0,

and in this case we have Legendre's relation [5]

(2) rj(coi | fi)w2 — 7?(w21 0)coi = 2-rri.

As a consequence of (2) it follows that every pseudoperiodic function

/ can be written uniquely in the form

f(z | Sí) = a(ü)z + ô(Q)f (z | 0) + E(z \ Í2).

Here a(ß), b(Ü)EC, and E is an elliptic function, i.e., E(z+u\ti)

= £(z|ß) forwGß, zEC. The pseudoperiods H(co \ ß) of /are the form
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77(co | ß) = a(Q)u + 6(ß)7)(w | ß).

A function A meromorphic on U is said to be automorphic relative

to M if A[Tiz)]=Ai¿), for all TEM, zEU. Let a be the class of
all such functions. The functions in ß are also called modular func-

tions. The classical modular function J is defined as

gliQr)
J(v =

g\UT) - 2l£i%)

for tEU. Here ßT=ß(l, r) and g<(ör)=|,-(i2r), i = l, 2, where

gi'.£—>C are the invariants g2(ß)=60 Z»eß;^o (V«4) and g3(il)

= 140Z"£ü;^o (1/w6) from elliptic function theory [5]. g2 and

g3 are analytic functions of r on U and gliür) — 27 ^(ÖtJ^O, which

implies that J is analytic on U. We note that for every automorphic

function A : U^>C, a function A : £—>C can be defined such that

^4(r)=^4(Qr). Let Â($Ï)=Aiw2/wi), whereQ. = Qi<xii,co2) and Imwr1W2>0.

A is well-defined since if ß(coi, co2) = ß(coi, coa) and Im cof 'o^, Im coi ^2

>0, thenco^/coí = r(co2/coi) for some TEM [S].

3. Main theorem.

Lemma. Let f:CX£—+C be a pseudoperiodic function with pseudo-

periods 77 (co | ß) such that (a) / is homogeneous,

(b) t—>77(l|ßT) and r—>ii(T|ßT) are meromorphic functions of r on

UandHil\tiT)?âO.

Then the function F defined by Fir) = 77(r | ör)/77(l | flT) ts in S.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of (b) that Fis meromorphic

on U. Since the subgroup of C, considered additively, generated by

[ar+b, CT+d} is the same as that generated by {l, t}, for T(z)

= iaz+b)/icz+d)EM, we observe that Ör(r) = l/(cT+d)ßr. When

H(l | ßr) ^0, 77(1 |ßr) ?í », H(z\QT) í¿ oo, we have

\   ¿7(1   ßT)        /     aH(r   ßT)
r[F(r)] =

¿7(11 ßT)        /     a77(r | ßT) + 077(11 ßT)

/   77(r I ßT)       \     c77(r I QT) + ¿77(11 QT)
( c-i-Vd J
V   77(11 Qr)       /

77(ar + b | ßT) _ 77[ar + b \ icr + d)ßr(r)J

77(ct + d | ßr)  ~~ 77[cr + d\ icr + d)tiTM]

iCT + d)"H[TÍT) |  &r(r)]

icr + d)Œ[l | Qtm]
F[Tir)].
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Since the set of points where iJ(l|ßr)=0, ii(l|ßT) = oo, or ii(T|ßT)

= oo is isolated, T[F(t)]-F[T(t)] = 0 for all tEU by the identity

theorem for meromorphic functions.    Q.E.D.

The identity function I:CX£—>C given by 7(z|ß)=z satisfies (a)

and (b) and F(t)=H(t\Qt)/H(1\Qt)=t/1=t. The Weierstrass zeta-

function f also satisfies (a) and (b) and F(t) =7?(r|ßr)/»;(l|ßT) is the

function that Heins exhibited in [3]. Let iji, n2, and lu denote the

functions r—>?j(l|ßr), t—*ij(7-|ßT), and the identity function restricted

to U, respectively.

Theorem 1. The map $:CXß-|0,Oj —»S defined by

$(a, A) = (agalu + g2Ari2)/(ags + g2At]i)

is onto S, and $>(a, A) =$>(í>, B) if and only if \\ "B\ =0.

Proof. Consider the pseudoperiodic function / defined by

(z, 0) -A agl(ü)z + |,(Q)Í(0)f (s I ß).

It is easily verified that/ satisfies (a) and (b). Therefore, $(a, ^4)£S

by the Lemma. We show that $> (a, A) = $(b,B) if and only if \\ B\ =0.

Suppose that <f>(a, A)=$(b, B). Then after cross-multiplying and

cancelling we have g2gs(aB — bA)r¡2 = g2gd(aB— bA)r¡iIu. It follows that

\a b\ =0, since otherwise Legendre's relation (2) would be contra-

dicted for some (1, t), tEU. Conversely, if \A B\ =0, it readily

follows thatí>(a, A) =$(b, B). We conclude the proof by showing that

* is onto S. $(0, 1) =n2/nu $(1, 0) = Ia, and

*(L 1) = (gdo + g#li)/(gt + gm)

are mutually distinct functions in S since |? ¿|, |J }|, and |? î|

are all nonzero. For notational convenience let Fi, F2, and F¡ de-

note <ï>(0, 1), $(1, 0), and *(1, 1) respectively. Consider an arbitrary

FES. If F=Fi, then $(0, l) = F. If F^Fh then we shall show that
$>(1, A — 1) = F, where A is defined by

(3) A = hzIl.ilZL .
F3 — F2 Fi — F

Let R(zi, z2, z3, Zi) denote the cross-product

Zi  — Z2  Z3 — Zi

S3  —  Z2   Zi   — Zi

We recall the elementary fact that the cross-product is invariant
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under the linear fractional transformation, i.e.,

R[Tizi), Tizt), Tizd), Tizt)] = 7c(Zl, z2, z3, z4).

We show that A E Ct. A is meromorphic on U since it is the ratio of

meromorphic functions whose denominator is not identically zero.

Let TEM, then fon-GC/

A[Tir)] = R{Fi[Tir)], F2[Tir)], F3[F(r)], F[Tir)]}

= 7v{r[Fi(r)], T[F2ir)], r[F,(r)], r[F(r)]}

= R[Fiir), F2ir), Fsir), Fir)} = Air).

Therefore, A E ft. Solving (3) for F we have

_ F2(Fi - F3) + (¿ - l)Fi(F2 - F3)

iFi - F3) + (A - 1)(F, - F3)

Using the definitions of Fi, F2, and F3 this becomes

F     Stlv + gtiA-lht      QED

g3 + g2(¿ - l)r;i

It follows immediately that S has the power of the continuum

since, for example, \il\ =0 if and only if a = b.

4. An application. In this section we give an application of the

functions in S. Two points t, t'EUare said to be equivalent relative

to M if there exists a TEM such that t' = T(t). Two pairs (coi, co2),

(coi, w2) are said to be equivalent if coi = o-(<7.coi-r-5co2), co2 = o-(ccoi-(-¿co2),

where a EC— JO} and a, b, c, d are real integers satisfying \ad — bc\
= 1.

Theorem 2. Let f be a pseudoperiodic function with pseudoperiods

H(ca | ß) that satisfies (a) and (b). Further, letf be such that

(c) 7^ defined by F(t) =77(t| ßT)/77(l | ßT), r£ U, is not the identity

function restricted to U.

id) Theset {r:77(r|ßr) = oo or77(11ßT) = oo or77(1^) =77(r|ßT)=0}

contains only finitely many mutually nonequivalent t in U.

Then given zh z2EC such that \zi\ +\z2\ >0, there exist coi, cc2EC,

Im cof ̂ 5^0, such that 77(coi|ß)=Z! and 77(co2|ß) =z2, where

ß=ß(coi, co2). Further, there exist infinitely many nonequivalent such

pairs (coi, co2).

Proof. We may assume that z2^0. Since FGS— {lu}, F takes on

every value of C at infinitely many points mutually nonequiv-

alent relative to M (see [4]). Hence, there exists a tEU such that
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H(t\Qt)/H(1\Qt)=Zí/zi7í0. By (d) we may assume that H(t\SIt)^0, oo.

Let X be a (l/u)th root of z2/H(t\üt) and let «i = X, co2 = Xr,

ß=ß(a>i, wä). Then tf(a>,|ß) =i?[X[ß(X, Xr)] =X"#(l|ßT) =z2//J(r|ßT)

■i?(l|ßT) =zi. Similarly, iZ"(co2|ß)=Z2. To see that there exist in-

finitely many nonequivalent such pairs (coi, co2), note that co2/wi=Xr/X

= r and that there exist infinitely many nonequivalent tEU such

thatAr(r|ßr)/ir(l|ßr)=z2/zi^0andii"(T|ßr)^0, oo.    Q.E.D.

We shall now exhibit a sequence of pseudoperiodic functions that

satisfy (a)-(d). Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers and

let Pe:CX£^C  denote  the  Weierstrass  Pe-iunction  defined  by

Pe(z|i2)=- +    Z      7-r-;  •
z2      Mea;«*o L (z — w)       w2J

For nEN let Qn'-CX£^>C denote the primitive of [Pe]n (as a func-

tion of z) whose Laurent expansion around zero does not contain a

constant term. It is shown in [l] that Qn, for nEN— {0, 2}, satisfy

(a)-(d). We observe that (?i= — f. Hence, in particular, there exist

idi, 032, Im cojf^^O, such that 7/(wi|ß) =0. This special case was con-

sidered by Watson [ó] and Heins [4], among others.

5. A generalization. In this section we consider a natural generali-

zation of the system of functional equations (1). Let G be a Fuchsian

group [2] with domain D and consider the functions F meromorphic

on D such that

(2) F[T(z)] = T[F(z)],

for all TEG, zED. Let §<? denote the class of all such functions, and

let Q,o denote the class of functions meromorphic on D that are

automorphic relative to G. The identity function on D is in So, and it

follows from §3 that if S g contains three mutually distinct members

Fi, F2, and F¡, then

_ F2(Fi - F,) + (A- l)F1(F2 - F,)

(Fi - F3) + (A- l)(F2 - Fs)

is in Sg for all AE&a- Further, FA = FB if and only if A =B, and if

F£Sg— {Fi}, then there exists an A Ed g such that F = F¿.. For the

general Fuchsian group G the author knows of no results concerning

the existence, or nonexistence, of functions in $q— {Id}- In fact,

the case where G is an arbitrary finite group of linear fractional

transformations and S g is a set of rational functions of s appears to

be unsettled.
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